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ABSTRACT
Research into the signal and noise characteristics that ultimately determine the
performance quality of an imaging system has done little to isolate the contribution of the
final image carrying substrate. A study is presented that experimentally analyzes some
optical characteristics of six paper substrates representative of those used in lithography,
xerography and photography. The optical characteristics studied can have a direct impact on
image quality and are a result of the paper structure and its light scattering properties.
Reflection microdensitometer techniques are used to provide representations of
optical spread functions and an analysis of paper noise which is quantified as a single rms
parameter and as a function of frequency in calculated Wiener or Noise Power spectra. The
measured spread functions are found to vary in width from lOOiim to 250pm depending
upon paper type. An exponential model is used to represent the spread functions and the
corresponding modulation transfer functions are calculated. MTF values for the six papers
range from 0.99 to 0.73 at 2 cycles per mm.
Measured Wiener spectra are presented for the six papers under a variety of
measurement conditions. The spectra are found to decrease rapidly with increasing
frequency. While this spectrum shape is relatively independent of paper type or
measurement condition, the noise power amplitude varies significantly. Data are presented
to determine the effect of illumination geometry, backing substrate, paper side and grain
direction.
Paper noise, or the rms fluctuation in reflected density as a percentage of the
reflectance signal, is found to be a 2% effect regardless of paper type under conditions of
annular illumination; increasing the illumination directionality, the most sensitive variable
tested, increases paper noise to a 4-6% effect.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Studies of the optical effects of transmission density producing elements,
particularly silver halide, have been conducted in abundance. 1.2 Such elements have
characterized both light scattering effects as measured by spread functions and established
image noise characteristics as quantified by granularity. Treatment of reflection materials,
however, is noticeably absent in the image evaluation literature.
The contribution of a paper-based substrate to overall image quality or, more
specifically, to the signal degrading and noise describing parameters represents a
fundamental ingredient in understanding reflection images. This ingredient has been
explored to some extent in the graphic arts literature but in a superficial way that is not
useful in image evaluation. Classical methods of image evaluation have begun to treat light
scattering via a useful MTF approach. Unfortunately, the experimental data and verification
are sparse and noise data are totally lacking. A knowledge of the optical qualities of the
paper as independent of the imaging system would contribute to a better overall
understanding of reflection images.
1.1 THE OPTICAL SPREAD FUNCTION
In a reflection system the incident light can propagate along a variety of paths
upon reaching the image receiving sheet (Figure 1.1). Besides direct reflections from both
image and non-image areas, light can enter the paper layers and travel internal scatter paths
to re-emerge a distance from the point of entry. In addition, some of the light can be





The first studies of the scattering phenomenon in paper concerned halftone
reproduction and attempted to define the relationship between halftone dot area and
measured reflection density. In seeking an explanation for the observation that a 50% dot
pattern on perfectly white paper usually absorbs more than 50% of the incident light, the
early investigators studied the penetration of light into paper. It was reasoned that a portion
of the light that enters the paper- after 50% absorption by the black dot pattern - is diffused
by the paper and absorbed by the ink on the way out.
3 Higher than expected densities result.
A series of equations have been proposed to predict density from the known
quantities As, percent absorption of solid ink, and a, dot




In terms of reflectance this becomes
Reflectance = l-a(l-Rs),
where Rs is the reflectance of the solid ink. Then, rewriting to give density yields the
Murray-
DaviesS
relationship between dot area and density as follows:
D=-log l_a(l-10 s) (D
where Ds is the density of the solid ink. A modification of this equation was suggested by






The n factor was derived empirically and was found to fit the experimental data
quite well. Its presence in the equation was attributed7 to the fact that a large part of the
emerging light was reflected back into the paper by the paper surface. These internal
reflections, then, increased the chances of absorption and promoted higher densities than
those predicted in the dot area. This model, however, requires that the value of n be
deduced after experimentation from measurements of the macroscopic tone reproduction
curve. While it has been shownS that this constant is related to light scattering, little
qualitative or quantitative understanding of the scattering phenomenon is gained from the
Yule-Nielsen model.
Light scattering in paper can be represented diagramatically as a flow chart,
shown in Figure 1.2, which shows the possible routes of flux incident, $,, on a paper
substrate.9 Two layers are shown which represent the paper or paper plus ink or toner which
act as a modulating layer for the light entering and then exiting the paper. Incident light can
be reflected, transmitted or absorbed. The reflected portion, $r;, adds directly to the final
reflectance distribution; the absorbed light is lost. It is the transmitted light, <ptjl that enters
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the paper support scattering system which is characterized by an optical spread function, Sp.
Again, the light may be reflected, transmitted or absorbed. That portion of light that is
transmitted, <pt2, must again pass through the modulating layer and either be reflected,
transmitted (<f>t}) or absorbed on exiting the paper. The flux that emerges adds to the first




Flow diagram of paper scattering system.






where <prs represents a
normalization with respect to some reference surface. Rewriting the
convolution explicitly, the equation becomes,
<b. - i
<





This equation represents a powerful analytic means by which the final image reflectance
pattern can be predicted based upon a microstructure analysis by knowing the transmittance
distribution of the modulating layer, Th and the spread function, Sp.
The comparable macro reflectance distribution may be written
R=\ Rf(x,y)dxdy, (5)
where this average reflectance is obtained by integrating over the area of the aperture.
Density may then be obtained by taking the negative logio of Rf. Beyond describing the way
in which a macro-densitometer works, the approach of Equation (5) applies to any imaging
system: the eye, a camera, copier, or electro-optical system all perform an integration over
some finite area to yield the final image pattern. The described mathematical relationships
are the theoretical basis for the methods of optical spread function measurement that have
evolved to support investigations into the scattering of light.
Other methods utilize indirect line spread function measurements and are not
applicable to measurements of non-image paper spread functions. JorgensenH and
Stapleton12 measured the sine wave response or Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) of
paper, then computed the Fourier transform to yield the one-dimensional line spread
function. Jorgensen's work required a lithographically printed test pattern on the paper
being measured; Stapleton studied photographic materials and also required a printed test
pattern.
A direct measurement of the line spread function using an edge trace technique
and a modified reflection microdensitometer was reported by Yule, Howe and Altman.13 A
knife edge projected into the optical system and onto the paper sample was scanned and the
line spread function, LSF(x), was computed as
E(x')= LSF (x) dx
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where E(x') is the intensity distribution across the edge. Eisen14 measured the line spread
function of photographic papers using a modified reflection scanning instrument which
projected the image of a slit onto the paper being measured. All of the described
experiments were designed to measure the one-dimensional line spread function rather than
the two-dimensional point spread function.
D.R.Lehmbeck and J. J Jakubowski1* proposed a similarly modified
microdensitometer to measure the point spread function of a paper substrate. The
microdensitometer modification, shown in Figure 1.3, consisted of a moveable influx side
with the source projected at
45
through an aperture onto the paper which produced a
variable spot of light dependent upon the aperture and influx optics, and a fixed collection
spot dependent upon the efflux optics and aperture. With the paper sample illuminated as
such, intensity readings were taken at a series of fixed locations as the illuminating spot was
scanned away from the detection spot. A plot of the intensity as a function of distance












Modified microdensitometer illumination and collection configuration
for measuring the point spread function of paper.
The data collected for three types of paper indicated that paper scattering
extended over nearly 0.5mm ( 250pm).
1& Lehmbeck and Jakubowski pointed out that the
spread functions published by Yule, et. al.17 extended out only to 5 10% of this scattering
width, thereby accounting for perhaps only about one-half of the total scattered light. While
the Lehmbeck and Jakubowski data included from 95
- 99% of the total light scatter function
energy, its intent was to establish the requirements for the size of a reflection
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microdensitometer illumination area and did not give an accurate indication of the form of
the spread function and its dependencies.
Work by Ruckdeschel and Stephan^ also indicated the importance of the paper
substrate. They were concerned with line profile measurements on reflection copy.
Experimental line width data varied considerably depending upon the type of paper used to
image the line.
The scattering of light in paper has also been found to vary with certain
measurement conditions. The backing substrate in contact with the paper sample being
measured was found to change paper scattering profiles. 19.2(J One extreme was opal glass
where light entering the paper was almost completely diffused and, unable to reemerge, it
contributed to higher than expected density readings. At the other extreme was aluminum
or stainless steel where the added reflectivity reduced the measured density. Scattering
propertieswere also found to vary with the angle of
illumination.21
1.2 SPREAD FUNCTION MODELS
Many mathematical models have been proposed as generalized forms of line and
point spread functions and modulation transfer functions22-33. The primary focus of model
development in the literature has been on photographic films with mention of radiographic
systems and electro-optical devices. Typically, the experimental work measured either the LSF
or the MTF and the remaining two functions were then derived mathematically. Line spread
function measurements were usually made by determining the width of the image of a slit
printed on the photographic emulsion as a function of exposure. A common method used to
determine the MTF of a photographic emulsion was to measure either its sine or square-
wave response. Once a mathematical model for one of the functions was defined, derivation
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of the remaining functions was done according to the transform relationships described later
in Section 2.1, Figure 2.1.
Three analytical models for the PSF, LSF and MTF are most prevalent in the
literature. An exponential form is assigned to one of the three imaging descriptor functions
in each of the three models and the appropriate transformations yield the remaining two
functions. A Gaussian model has also been used27.28 primarily for its mathematical
convenience rather than for a good fit to experimental data.
The three models are written here following the mathematical conventions of
Gilmore32. They are listed together for ease of comparison. The one-dimensional PSF, LSF









The PSF is assumed to possess circular symmetry and is expressed as a function of radial
distance, r. Kn is the Bessel function of the first kind,
nth
order; r0 is used as an arbitrary
constant. The three models are consistent with the standard transform relationships where
the PSF and LSF are related by Abel transformation, the PSF and MTF are related by Hankel
transformation and the LSF and MTF are related by Fourier transformation (see Figure 2.1).
Note that an exponential form is assigned to the PSF in Model 1, the LSF in Model 2 and the








































Af3(u) = e (14)
Model 1, the exponential PSF, was introduced by Schade22 in his work with films
and phosphors. Sayanagi25 disputed the conclusions of earlier work and found Model 1 to be
a better fit to the measured photographic emulsion frequency response data reported by
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Ingelstam24. Kelly28 fit both Models 1 and 2 to his measured sine wave response data for a
series of photographic films. Analyzing the MTF curves, he found Model 1 to be superior
especially at higher frequencies ( > 50c/mm).
Model 2, which proposes an exponential shape for the LSF, was studied by
Frieser" jn the context of photographic film. Since experiments had shown that the width of
the image of a prihted-on slit increased linearly with the logarithm of the exposure, Frieser
presumed an exponential decrease of the scattered light in the vicinity of the slit. An
expanded model of the LSF as the sum of two exponentials was also proposed by Frieser
based upon additional experiments in which a linear increase in the slit image width over a
wide exposure range did not hold true. The first exponential accounted for the exposure by
non-scattered light, while the second exponential accounted for the exposure by scattered
light and the decrease of scattered light with increasing distance from the exposed area.
Experimental MTF data of some photographic films was found to fit Model 2 at low
frequencies (<50c/mm), but deviate strongly at higher frequencies; a fit at higher
frequencies required the double exponential LSF model.
Ingelstam24 also used Model 2 to describe his measured photographic LSFs. Jones29
used supplied LSF data for four films and considered both Models 2 and 3. He found that I3M
better described the data for LSF values larger than ~0.5, the tails of the distribution. The
lower portion of the LSF curves, nearer the origin, were better described by I2M. Model 2, an
exponential LSF, was ultimately chosen for the data analysis for reasons of mathematical
convenience. LSF measurements of a radiographic system were found by Rossman31 to fit
^Mof Model 2.
Gilmore's32 work attempted to develop a single, simple, general model for
practical use on all available experimental data. His approach was to derive limits on the PSFs
and corresponding MTFs such that published data fell between the limits. One extreme of
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the general purpose model was the case of isotropic diffusion which he described as
corresponding to light scattering in a turbid medium. This special case mathematically
matched Model 2 and was found to fit photographic film experimental data.
Jones2^ applied the exponential functional form of Model 3 to the measured MTFs
of three films and then calculated the LSF and the PSF Citing
Jones'
later work29, Lewis30
claimed that Model 3, an exponential MTF, more correctly described the data. Johnson33
found Model 3 to describe the MTF of many electro-optical devices.
1.3 NOISE ANALYSIS
The analysis of image noise, which originates primarily in the microstructure of the
image receiving layer(s), has typically been concerned with the characteristics of the density
producing components irregular elements such as photographic grains, randomly
distributed in image areas. Non-image paper noise is not as well understood or quantified.
The theory and mathematical treatment of some of the usual methods of noise analysis -
Selwyn's and Siedentopf's relationships, and theWiener spectrum - are described below. The
Selwyn and Siedentopf equations have historically been applied to photographic emulsions
and measured via transmission optics. This study investigates the degree to which these
image noise parameters describe the microstructure-related noise characteristics of paper
without any density producing layers, inks or toners utilizing reflection type measurements.
Selwyn^4 determined experimentally that for photographic films, the product of
Od, the root mean square fluctuation in density, and the square root of the area of the
aperture, A, is constant provided that the aperture is large enough to sample a large number
of grains, or clumps of grains, simultaneously:
a,A = constant.
a
He concluded, for a random distribution of grains or for any random group of elements, that
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This measure of granularity or noise should be able to be applied to the paper base alone
provided that it represents a uniform reflectance (or density) and a random microstructure.
Since the structure of paper does not consist of
"grains"
as such, but of tangled masses of
fibers each with its own reflection characteristics, the corollary to granularity for paper
would be the root mean square fluctuation in reflected density, o,j .
There are references in the literature3S-37 that discuss the failure of the Selwyn
law, Equation (1 5), in the context of photographic images. It is documented that the positive
images of paper or film prints contain the grain pattern of the negative superimposed on the
positive material This transfer of granularity means that the image microstructure is no
longer random, a condition of the Selwyn law. In addition, the grain pattern of prints made
by projection is not independent of the projection system. The contribution to this result of
the reflection material alone is unclear.
Defining the relationship between image noise and transmission density level,
Siedentopf38 derived the following relationship for opaque grains:
2
ad
G =Aa2=log eDt (17)
ad
where aj and a^ are, respectively, the mean square area and the mean area of image grains
at density level d. For the special case where all the grains are identical in size, that is, a,j = a
independent of density level, the equation becomes
G =Aod2=log1QeDa,
which may be written
^'^ir/V (18)
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This last simplified equation for a monodisperse medium may be applied to paper
if the fiber microstructure of paper can be described by a narrow statistical size distribution.
This relationship predicts for a paper substrate - which may be thought of as having constant
density or reflectance - the same linearity as Selwyn's equation predicts: that the o^ noise





Conformance to the last equation, then, would provide an indicator as to the type of
distribution that describes the individual paper elements which contribute to noise.
Equation (18) may be written
log^eD
The Siedentopf relationship, then, may be used to determine a, the area of the individual
elements. It is unclear just what this individual element is that acts as the main contributor to
non-image paper noise. Possibly, it is the fiber microstructure itself or the clumping of the
fibers which initiate random fluctuations in measured reflected density. There are
indications39 that the geometry of illumination during a microdensitometer noise trace
alters the output noise profile. This dependence suggests that the shadows of paper fibers
contribute to the random fluctuations that are measured as noise.
The Wiener or Noise Power spectrum is a common tool in the analysis of linear
systems and random processes. The formal Wiener spectrum definition is for stationary,
ergodic processes, that is, processes with constant mean and those in which a single
realization can yield all process statistics. The Wiener spectrum, which is a descriptor of
spatial variations as a function of frequency, provides a complete description of the statistical
properties of a Gaussian or random process.
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Historically, the Wiener spectrum method of noise analysis has been applied to
photographic films.4"-41 Analysis of reflection materials, and specifically, non-image
reflection materials is sparse. The noise contribution of the paper substrate alone establishes
the lower limit on the noise present in the paper-image combination. The shape of the
Wiener spectrum describes the character of the noise producing elements.
Measurement of the Wiener spectrum can be done by scanning the noise pattern
with an infinitesimally small circular aperture to yield a one-dimensional spectrum, W'(u),




Scanning the noise pattern with a slit that is infinitely narrow in the direction of scan and
infinitely long perpendicular to the scan produces a one-dimensional measured Wiener
spectrum that is a slice through the two-dimensional Wiener spectrum,
W(u)=W(u,0)
In practice, this latter method of estimating a section of the two-dimensional
spectrum from a one-dimensional scan requires a slit of finite dimensions. The error from the
use of a finite length slit has been investigated42-^ and it has been shown that insufficient
slit length causes underestimates of theWiener spectrum, particularly at low frequencies To





whereAf is the effective frequency bandwidth after block averaging
When used in the cascading of linear systems, the Wiener spectrum should be
defined in terms of transmittance or reflectance fluctuations. Since density more closely
approximates the response of the visual system, however, Wiener spectrum measurements
are often made in terms of density fluctuations. No serious error is introduced because




The overall objective of the thesis project is to study the optical features of
selected paper-based substrate materials that ultimately limit the quality of the final printed
image and to give illustrative examples for some well-defined optical configurations. A
systematic study is conducted wherein six papers, selected as representative of standard
papers used in lithography, xerography and photography, are characterized in the methods
of classical image evaluation by point spread function measurements and by an analysis of
the noise associated with each paper type
Specifically, the first objective of the research project is to examine the point
spread functions of selected papers. A best fit, general mathematical representation of the
raw data spread function shape is selected from the equations proposed in the literature.
Results are interpreted in terms of both these measured spread functions and their
corresponding MTFs which are calculated by Hankel transformation
A second objective is to characterize, via Wiener spectrum analysis, the noise
associated with each paper type and determine the extent to which it is dependent upon
such measurement parameters as illumination geometry, backing substrate, paper side and
direction of scan. The geometries studied are representative of practical optical systems
which are important as measuring, camera, or copier configurations. Selwyn's and
Siedentopf's relationships are discussed.
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY
2. 1 SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF THE PSF, LSF AND MTF
The evaluation of imaging components and systems is facilitated by the definition
of three functions, only one of which is independent. The line spread function, l(x), is defined
as the response of an imaging system to an infinitely thin line input. The point spread
function, p(x, y), is defined as the irradiance distribution produced by an ideal point-light
image. Finally, the one-dimensional modulation transfer function M(u), is a measure of the
frequency response of a system and is defined as the ratio of image modulation to object
modulation as a function of frequency.
If a circularly symmetric PSF, p(x,y), is written in terms of polar coordinates as a
one-dimensional quantity, p(r) (see Section 5.1), then a series of one-dimensional transform
relationships is written:4^.47
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The relationship between the PSF, p(r), the LSF, l(x),
and the MTF, M(u).
A derivation of the Hankel transform of zero order is included as Appendix III. It outlines the
simplification of a two-dimensional Fourier transform to a one-dimensional Hankel
transform available to functions possessing rotational symmetry. The Hankel transform can
then be used to calculate a one-dimensional MTF from a circularly symmetric PSF.
2.2 THE WIENER SPECTRUM
Introduction
The formal definition of the Wiener spectrum in terms of density fluctuations











The brackets [] denote the ensemble average. It should be noted that both space and block
averages are required in order for theWiener spectrum to converge to a smooth function.^
The Wiener-Khintchin theorem states that the autocorrelation function and the
Wiener spectrum are Fourier transform pairs:
r +
W(u.uh C(i,T\)exp[ -2ni(ut,+ uri))di,dr\
C($,q)= W(u,u)exp\ + 2ni(ut,+ vi\) \dudv
The measured autocorrelation function, C(,,r\), is equal to the actual function, C(,,n),
convoluted twice with the point spread function of the scanning
system.49 In the frequency
domain, then
W'(u,u)=W(u,u)\T(u,vf, (23)
where W'(u,v) is the measured Wiener spectrum, W(u,v) is the actual Wiener spectrum and
T(u,v) is the optical transfer function of the measuring system.
One-Dimensional Wiener Spectrum
The relationship between a measured one-dimensional Wiener spectrum, W'(u),
and the actual two-dimensional spectrum
is50
W'(u) W{u,u)\T(u,ufdv <24)
Assuming the one-dimensional scan is made with a long narrow slit of length, /_, and width,
a, and that the transfer function of the measuring optics can be neglected, then
T{u,v)= sinc(au) sindLu) du ,
and
+ 00( oo
W'(u)= sinc2(au)\ W(u,v)sinc2(Lu)dv <25>
J CO
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The sine and sine2 functions are defined as follows:
sin n



















where zeros occur at x0nb and the area of each function is Ibl.si
When the function, sinc2(Lv) is sufficiently narrow, as produced by a very long slit,
so that W(u,v) is essentially constant over the spatial frequency range where sinc2(Lv) is
appreciably non-zero, it can be assumed that W(u,v) =W(u,0). Equation (25) can be simplified
to
r +






The measured Wiener spectrum is, therefore, a section of the actual two-dimensional
spectrum.
Digital Computation of theWiener Spectrum














where L is the length of the slit, X is the length of data, and AD'(x) is the measured density
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The sampling interval, Ax, can be taken outside the squared summation and so acts as a
scaling factor. Also, the length of data, X, can be expressed as the number of data points, N,






In order to obtain the actual Wiener spectrum, the transfer function of the
measuring system must be accounted for. In one dimension, the measured Wiener spectrum
is
W'(u)=W(u)\T(u)\2, 03)
where T(u) is the measuring system transfer function. Given that the aperture transfer
function dominates the total transfer function,
T(,u) sinc(au) ,
where a is the width of the scanning aperture. Thus,
W'(u)=W(u)sinc2(au). (34)




W(u)= | ]T A>'(x)exp(-2rnux/A0|2.
(35)
Nsinc (au) rj
Subtraction of the Mean
The definition of the Wiener spectrum is based upon density fluctuations of a
stationary ergodic process. True density fluctuations are found, in principle, by subtracting
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the average density of the stationary process from the measured density. In practice,
however, the calculation is necessarily done from a finite set of data so that population or
process parameters can only be estimated from a statistical sampling. The errors that occur
when a sample mean is substituted for the unknown population mean have been
investigated.53.54,55
For a zero mean process, the variance is equal to the scale value of the





In addition, the scale value of the Wiener spectrum, W(0), can be accurately obtained from
the full spectrum calculation only in the case of zero mean data. For these practical reasons, it
may be desirable to subtract the sample mean from the sampled density readings.
It has been shown53 that subtraction of the sample mean rather than the process
mean produces the constraint
C"(EJd.= 0, (37)
X
where C(l) is the autocorrelation of zero mean density fluctuations. If the area under the
autocorrelation function must equal zero, then the error shows up in theWiener spectrum as
W(0) = 0.
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CHAPTER 3. BACKGROUND: PAPER
3.1 PAPER PRODUCTION
The manufacture of paper consists of a number of steps including pulping, the
paper machine, drying and finishing. Variations at each stage are used to produce papers
with different characteristics and uses.
Pulping is the process of removing the natural bonding agents in wood in order to
separate the cellulose fibers. Both hard and soft wood varieties are used and the pulp often
contains a blend. The amount of refinement which pulp undergoes depends upon the
desired quality of the final product. All the papers in this study are produced from highly
refined pulp where nearly all impurities have been removed. In the last stages of the pulping
process, filler or additives are introduced to achieve certain properties in the final product.
Fillers can affect whiteness, opacity, weight, tear strength, ink receptivity and other
properties.
In the paper machine, the aqueous fiber slurry is forced through an adjustable
rectangular opening which controls its width and depth as it passes onto a moving,
continuous wire screen. The mesh pattern of the wire belt is not square, with fewer wires in
the cross-machine direction than in the machine direction. The screen frequency is typically
between 60-80 cycles per inch (2.4 to 3.2 cycles permillimeter), but can range up to
~ 100 cycles
per inch (3.9 cycles/mm).56 Water drains through this wire belt while the cellulose fibers
become entangled, forming a mat on the wire surface. The paper web is then pressed
between a series of rollers in the vacuum drying station. The upper rollers are typically felt
surfaced and the lower rollers are the wire mesh of the moving belt. This is the origin of the
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wire and felt sides of the final paper product. Also, patterns on the upper rollers can produce
surface textures in the finished paper. Additional dryers evaporate any remaining water.
The movement of the slurry through the rectangular aperture and onto the wire
mesh tends to draw the paper fibers in the machine direction of travel. This tendency of fiber
alignment in the machine direction is apparent on the wire side but does not occur through
the thickness of the paper on the felt side. Grain direction refers to this orientation of fibers.
An important step in the finishing process is calendering. Here, the paper web
passes between rollers in order to compact it and to increase surface hardness and
smoothness. Finally, the web is slit and wound into rolls.
The basis weight of a paper is the weight, measured in pounds, of one ream or 500
sheets of basic size paper. The basic size varies with the paper type shown in Table 3. 1 .
Table 3.1
Paper type and basic size.




Twenty pound xerographic paper means that
500 sheets, each containing 374 square inches,
will weigh twenty pounds. Similarly, 500 sheets of twenty pound offset,
each containing 950
square inches, will weigh twenty pounds. In order to reach an equivalent weight, offset
papers require much larger sheet sizes than xerographic papers.
A 20 pound xerographic
paper is, in fact, equivalent to a 50 pound offset
paper.
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3.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE SIX SELECTED PAPERS
Examples of photographic, offset and xerographic papers are included in this
study. Typical characteristics of each type will be described.
Photographic papers often have one or more layers of baryta coated atop the
plain paper substrate. Baryta is barium sulfate in a gelatin binder which is used to improve
opacity and brightness. In addition, the paper substrate is produced from highly refined pulp
to assure no chemical interaction with the photographic layers. The baryta coating can be
calendered to produce a smooth, glossy surface or embossed when a textured surface is
desired. Surface coatings are typically done on the felt side.57
Kodak Polycontrast Rapid paper is a variable contrast enlarging paper for general
photographic use. It has a warm-black image tone. Surface G denotes a cream-white tint,
lustre surface brilliance and fine-grained texture. It is a double weight paper which is defined
as 50-55 pounds per 1 000 square feet.58
DuPont Cronapaque print film is a white, semi-opaque projection speed film for
making prints that can be viewed either by reflected or transmitted light. It is a variable
contrast emulsion on a 0.007 inch Cronar polyester base. Removal of the white backing in
order to reduce the opacity of Cronapaque can be accomplished by swabbing with a bleach
solution.59
Offset and xerographic papers are produced from very pure pulp with various
fillers added for a desired effect. The offset papers in this study include Simpson Lee coated
offset and Chrystal offset. This category has a huge quality range and these papers were
selected to cover the range.
Simpson Lee coated offset is a high quality paper which has high brightness and a
smooth surface. Chrystal offset represents the lower end of the quality range. Visual
evaluation shows this paper to have less brightness and a much rougher surface.
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Papers designed for xerographic copiers and printers can vary depending upon
fillers used, with variation also present from manufacturer to manufacturer. The Xerox
Corporation 20 pound papers 4024 DP and 1024 were selected for this project. 4024 DP is
the standard paper used in Xerox copiers and printers; it is an average quality xerographic
paper. 1024 is a higher quality xerographic paper that has a higher brightness and greater
surface smoothness than 4024 DP. The wire side of these papers is labelled on each ream;
there is usually a preferred orientation for loading paper into a machine for reasons of paper
handling rather than imaging characteristics.
The two sides of these papers can be distinguished since the natural curl direction
of a paper sheet is almost always toward the wire side and away from the felt side. Gram
direction can also be determined by curl, as samples, when wet on one side, will curl away
from the wet side and parallel to the grain. 4024 DP is "grain long", meaning that its longest,
1 1 inch dimension is in the same direction as its travel through the paper machine
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CHAPTER 4. METHODS I: THE POINT SPREAD FUNCTION
4.1 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
General
Measurements and data collection were accomplished using a modified Zeiss
SMP05 microscope, photometer and computer drive and data collection system. A detailed
description of the instrument is provided in Appendices I and II. The experimental apparatus
allowed the collection of reflectance or density values from a point of light incident on the
paper sample. The approximation of a point source and the ability to scan the detector over a
straight path through the image of the source on the paper sample was provided by the
unidirectional optical system attachment to the Zeiss microdensitometer. (See description,
Appendix I.) The influx optical system produced an illumination spot at
45
to the sample
normal by projecting a reduced image of an aperture. The illumination spot was moveable
with its movement away from a chosen origin precisely controlled; the distance travelled was
read from an attached micrometer, accurate to 2.5pm. The fixed collection spot was given
by a reduced image of the efflux aperture
- the Zeiss integral continuously adjustable sensor
.aperture.
The source or influx aperture was a commercially available pinhole in brass
shimstock nominally labelled as a 35^m diameter pinhole. Measurements made at 67X
enlargement confirmed the 35pm diameter with 2.5pm measurement accuracy. This small
circular piece of shimstock was placed in a holder designed and built for this thesis project to
securely hold the pinhole and also
fit into the influx aperture turret on the Zeiss
unidirectional illuminator. The plane of the pinhole was precisely controlled in order to be
within the limited focusing range of the unidirectional illuminator.
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The influx and efflux objectives housed in the illuminator were both 4X/0.1
numerical aperture lenses. This
45
illuminator was interchangeable with the standard
reflection optical head. Other PSF measurement optical system components are detailed in
Appendix I.
The source aperture imaged by the influx objective created the illumination spot.
The
45
projection of the circular aperture onto the sample stage produced an elliptical spot
of light. Photomicrographs made of the spot projected onto a low scattering calibration
plaque (described in the following calibration sub-section) determined that the ellipse
measured 25 x 40pm. The illumination spot axis of travel was not selectable and happened to
be along a path diagonal to the ellipse's minor and major axes. Measurement of the spot
along this axis determined the spot diameter to be 30pm. This dimension was used in
one-
dimensional descriptor functions for the development of the PSF measurement system
response (see Sections 4.2 and 5.2).
The sensor aperture, located just in front of the photomultiplier tube, was defined
by a pair of continuously adjustable vertical and horizontal jaws. The ability to precisely set
the size of the sensor aperture was provided by a calibrated eyepiece reticle. A square
aperture shape with a side length of 37pm was used. It was desirable to choose the smallest
sensor aperture possible since it was a factor in the measurement system response. It also
dictated the system sensitivity since it effectively determined the area of the detector. 37pm
was selected to maximize the signal to noise ratio at the zero distance position or PSF origin
when the spot and sensor aperture were coincident.
The paper sample was held down by a vacuum stage. The vacuum held the sample
directly in contact with a glass surface which sat atop a piece of Simpson Lee coated offset
paper. This substrate was chosen as a standard white background for all PSF measurements.
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A white paper background approximates a common viewing condition where the observer
views a paper sample on a stack of the same paper type.
All PSF measurements were carried out with no room lights. In addition, the paper
sample was shielded from stray light, including that originating from the microdensitometer
source. These precautions were found to be necessary because of the extremely low signal
level produced by pinhole illumination.
Calibration
Calibration was accomplished via a set of software commands that returned a
calibration value and an offset value based upon the average reflectance of a given sample
in the desired optical configuration and the average reflectance with no light in the system.
These values were used in a formula as described in Appendix II to produce measured
reflectance values.
An uncalibrated plaque was used for the microdensitometer calibration
procedure. Because it was uncalibrated, it provided no reference standard and the actual
measured reflectance values of each experiment were only meaningful relative to each
other. The intention was to analyze normalized data so that absolute reflectance values were
not important.
This calibration plaque for PSF measurements was a one inch square piece of
aluminum coated heavy metal on which a uniform carbon layer had been deposited. The
calibration plaque was also used as a control sample to measure the system response since it
possessed the proper characteristics: a fine grained, uniform surface with a matte finish and
mid-range reflectance. It was a diffuse reflector as a result of the carbon deposition, so that
its PSF could be measured by the uni-directional optical system scanning technique.
Theoretically, no light should penetrate the aluminum coated
surface. If no internal diffusion
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existed in the control plaque, then any degradation or light scattering could be attributed to
the measuring instrument.
Statistical Design
The total number of datapoints, N, collected at each distance position along the
PSF was equal to the product of n, the number of datapoints collected per location on the
paper sample, and /, the number of locations. The value of n served to reduce the standard
error in variance according
to60
S=V2M". (38)
The effect of increasing n, therefore, was to decrease the variance due to the
microdensitometer, effectively decreasing electronic noise. A value of n = WOO was selected
so that the standard error in variance was 4%.
Data were gathered for each paper sample at a number of locations, /, in order to
average over any paper nonuniformities. The value of / was determined to achieve certain
confidence intervals on the PSF data. That is, /was the sample size required in order to have a
1-a risk percent confidence that the true mean (actual PSF value) lay not farther from the
sample average (measured PSF value) than some desired level.
The procedure for determining the sample size for confidence limits used a table
of the "number of observations for t test




where S is the difference to be detected or the confidence limit of S, and s is the estimated
standard deviation. Throughout thiswork the standard deviation was calculated as
,2
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Because the difference to be detected in non-normalized PSF intensity units varied among
the six papers and with distance along the PSF, it was convenient to define S in terms of the
measured reflectance. Equation (39) becomes
DJ1 (41)
where 5 is now a percent value to be detected, R is the measured reflectance averaged over n
datapoints and over / locations, and sR is the standard deviation of the average reflectance
over / locations (see Figure 4.1). For each measured PSF position, then, a value of D could be
calculated and a sample size determined that would achieve the desired confidence limits of
/?+.
Preliminary PSF measurements were made on all six papers to estimate the
average reflectance and standard deviation at the zero distance position for use in Equation
(41). Five locations on each paper sample were used to determine these statistics. The
calculation was made and the table used to determine the sample size required to achieve
confidence intervals corresponding to 8= 5%, 10% and 20% at the zero distance position
or PSF origin. Alpha risks of 0.05 and 0.10 were used to provide 95 and 90% confidence levels
on the lvalues. The results are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1
Sample sizes required to achieve confidence intervals of 5%, 10%, 20%
on the zero distance position PSF data at 2 confidence levels.
PAPER
a = 0.05 a = 0.10
TYPE
8 8
5% 10% 20% 5% 10% 20%
4024 DP 99 26 9 70 19 7
1024 64 18 6 45 13 5
CRONAPAQUE <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5
POLYCONTRAST 18 7 <5 13 5 <5
SIMPSON LEE <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5
CHRYSTAL 64 21 7 45 13 5
Very large sample sizes were required to achieve the narrower confidence
intervals by all papers except Cronapaque and Simpson Lee. For all papers except 4024 DP, a
sample size of ^5 was available by widening the confidence limits to 20%R with 90%
confidence. Considering that each of the six papers could require 50 distance position
measurements (estimated PSF width of 250pm at 10pm intervals), the upper limit on the
number of locations measured at each position was held to 5. Actual confidence intervals at
additional distance positions along the measured PSF would be calculated later based on this
sampling plan.
Data Collection
For each paper type measured, one sample was randomly selected from a ream or
box. A series of measurements was then made for each paper sample in order to obtain point
spread function intensity versus distance. At each distance position data were collected in the
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following manner. Measurements were made at five random locations on each sample. One
thousand reflectance values were taken in a stationary mode at each location. An average
and a variance were calculated for each set of 1000 datapoints. The average, ~R~j, and the
square root of the variance, S/, were used to monitor the signal-to-noise ratio at each
location. Finally, the data from the five locations were averaged to produce the raw data
spread functions; the grand mean, ~R, and the standard deviation of all 5000 samples, I, were
indicators of the overall signal-to-noise. This procedure is summarized in Figure 4.1.
n=1000




R, average reflectance at location i
s2, variance at location i (measurement noise)
Rf average reflectance averaged over 5 locations
s2 variance averaged over 5 locations
7 standard deviation over 5 locations




Summary of PSF data collection for each paper type,
5 random locations.
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Distance positions were determined in the following manner: The initial set of
data for each paper type was the maximum reflectance or zero distance position where the
illumination spot and the sensor aperture were coincident. This coincidence was visually
determined and adjusted by moving the illumination spot. After collecting and storing data
from 5 locations, the illumination spot was moved 10pm in the positive direction as read
from the integral 10pm per division micrometer. Data from 5 locations was collected at this
+ 10pm distance position. The procedure continued, moving the illumination spot away
from the collection aperture in 10pm intervals until the signal-to-noise ratio became less
than one.
When the positive tail of the distribution was measured, the illumination spot was
returned to the zero position and the procedure was repeated to define the shape of the
negative distance distribution. Refer to Figure 1 .3 for definitions of the positive and negative
axes relative to the angle of illumination.
The 10pm measurement interval was selected in order to accurately define the PSF
shape since 10pm was small as compared to published ~0.5mm spread function widths
experimentally determined by a similar procedure.&2
4.2 SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATION
Illumination and PMT Uniformity
PSF measurements were made by a scanning pinhole source aperture which
required that the aperture move through a larger illuminated field. The intensity across the
influx beam was required to be constant in order that measurements contain only variations
in reflected light scatter versus distance. A diffuser placed at the quartz halogen source
eliminated the non-uniformity concern but also decreased the amount of light in the system.
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The measuring system was configured to maximize available light. A simple test was done to
visually inspect for illumination non-uniformities. Photomicrographs, at 67X enlargement,
were made of a standard white, opaque glass calibration chip purchased as a uniformly
reflecting standard. No source aperture limited the beam. Visual inspection of the exposure
series showed no non-uniformities across the expected size (300pm)63 of the spread
function field. Macrodensitometer measurements of the photomicrographs varied only
within the measurement error of the instrument, 0.01 density units
More precise microdensitometer measurements of the influx beam uniformity
could be accomplished by sampling the beam with a small, scanning sensor aperture. Such
moveable efflux optics were not at all convenient. Another method was devised instead.
Reflectivity values from the uniform sample were measured by a wide open sensor
aperture as the tiny illumination spot was moved across the unobstructed influx beam.
Because both the source and the sensor apertures were fully open, two variables were being
measured (assuming the sample was uniform) -- illumination uniformity and PMT uniformity.
The plotted data is shown in Figure 4.2. The resulting curve of the measured intensity versus
distance is typical of sensitivity versus distance or uniformity plots from side-on type
photomultipliers.64
Diffusing the signal near the detector would flatten the sensitivity curve
if PMT non-uniformity was the main contributor. Maximum diffusion could be achieved by
placing a diffusing medium a distance from the PMT; insufficient signal resulted when
tracing paper was placed at the sensor aperture. Measurements made with tracing paper
placed at the PMT yielded the second curve shown in Figure 4.2. Significant flattening of the
sensitivity curve occurred across ~400pm field. Because of the likeness of the original curve to
typical side-on PMT non-uniformity curves, and because of the 400pm field over which the
curve flattened with only minimal diffusion, it was concluded that a sufficient portion of the
measured non-uniformity was attributable to the PMT to be assured of at least a 300pm
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region of uniform illumination. Note that the non-uniformity of the PMT response with
position was not a factor in the PSF measurements since the sensor aperture remained
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-additional diffusion of PMT.
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Linearity
An experiment was run to determine the linearity of the measuring system
response. Using the standard microdensitometer point spread function measurement
procedure, with illuminating spot and collection aperture coincident, reflectance readings
were taken as a series of increasing densityWratten ND (neutral density) filters were used to
attenuate the beam. The filters were placed in the optical path just before the sensor
aperture. This location was as close as possible to the PMT in order to reduce scattering of the
incident beam.
The range of ND filters used was from 0.2 to 3.8 density units. Macro-density
readings were taken to confirm the theoretical density values and were found to be within
0.02 units.
During these linearity experiments, a downward drift in the offset value was
discovered. The first experiment found measured densities to be too high - the error
increased with increasing input density, up to a 25% error at the 2.0 density level. An offset
error was suspected since at lower and lower light levels, ie. higher ND values, the offset
represented a greater percentage of the signal. If an offset value that was too large was
subtracted from the measured reflectance signal, lower than expected reflectance or higher
than expected densities resulted.
The experimental procedure up to the time of this linearity experiment had been
to power up all the components of the microdensitometer system at the beginning of each
day of use and power down at the end. This included voltage to the PMT. An experiment was
conducted to track the offset or dark current value with time. The calibration procedure,
which yielded both the calibration and offset values, was performed at various intervals over
a 70 hour period. Time zero was the typical microdensitometer start up. A plot of offset value
versus time is shown in Figure 4.3. It shows a continual downward trend of offset with time.
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Offset tracking with time.
60 70
A procedural change was made at this time in order to allow the PMT to stabilize.
Thereafter, the A to D converter which powered the PMT was left on continually. Offset
values measured from then on showed that the offset versus time curve of Figure 4.3 did
indeed reach a minimum around the last value plotted.
The linearity experiments were repeated with this new, low offset value and the
curve shown in Figure 4.4 was produced. The error was reduced to ~4% at a density of 2.0. The
system was shown to be linear over almost 4 decades of response. It was projected that the
instrument would be required to measure over 3 decades in order to reach the low light level
tails of the point spread function.
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Figure 4.4
PSF measurement system linearity study.
3.5 4.0
Integrated Energy
An experiment was designed to provide an estimate of the point spread function
width for selected cases. The calibration plaque was used as the first sample because it would
provide the narrowest spread function and should have little or no energy in the tails of the
distribution. At the other extreme, 4024 DP was selected for the second sample as it was
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hypothesized, based on the published data,65 to have one of the widest spread functions
with significant energy in the tails of the distribution
The microdensitometer was configured as described for the point spread function
measurement technique; that is, the sample was illuminated at
45
with the 35pm pinhole
and the initial reflectance data collected with a matching size sensor aperture. The
illuminating spot and the sensor aperture were coincident. The sensor aperture was then
incrementally enlarged, keeping its square shape. The illumination spot remained centered
in the sensor aperture opening. For each sensor aperture size, 1000 datapoints were
collected and averaged. These averaged, normalized reflectance values are plotted versus
sensor aperture side length in Figure 4.5. For a number of sensor aperture sizes the
measurement was replicated to provide an estimate of error. The standard deviation of the
replicated measured reflectance was used to calculate the error bars shown in Figure 4.5. The
plot shows that 99% of the spread function energy is contained within a square area of side
length ~ 150pm in the case of the calibration plaque and ~400pmfor4024DP
This measurement, which used a square aperture to measure the non-square point
spread function, assumed an inscribed circular spread function since the aperture side length
was increased until >99% of the spread function energy was measured. An overestimate is
therefore reported. The intention, however, was only to provide the approximate spread
function widths. The experiment also proved the system sensitive enough to detect and
measure reflectivity differences at the extremely low light levels of the distribution tails.
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Measured integrated energy as a function of increasing
sensor aperture side length for * calibration plaque,
and , 4024 DP.
Theoretical System Response
To a first approximation the PSF measurement system components which
degraded the system response included the illumination spot, the sensor aperture and the
influx and efflux objectives. In order to determine a theoretical system response, the lenses
were assumed to function at their diffraction limit. A diffraction limited lens MTF can be
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where J1 is the first order Bessel function of the first kind and r is the radial variable. The
somb2 function has a volume of 4d2ln.
The rectangular coordinate counterpart of the somb2 function is the two-
dimensional sine squared function which is written as the product of one-dimensional
functions^7
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The sine and sine2 functions are more fully defined in Section 2.2, Equations (26) and (27). In a
one-dimensional analysis, then, a diffraction limited lens MTF can be approximated by a
one-
dimensional sine2 function with a cutoff frequency given by68
r
.61 A.
where NA is the numerical aperture of the lens and X is the wavelength of illumination.
The microdensitometer influx and efflux objectives were 0.1 numerical aperture
lenses; the wavelength of illumination was approximated as 500nm. The diffraction limited
cutoff frequency of the lenses was, therefore, 328 cycles per mm. This function is plotted in
Figure 4.6. The effect of both lenses was to square the function, also plotted in Figure 4.6.










Diffraction limited lens MTF.
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In a one-dimensional analysis of the degradation contributed by the apertures in
the system, the illumination spot and the sensor apertures were both modeled as rectangle












The properly scaled descriptions of the
illumination spot and the sensor aperture are
rect(x/0.030mm) and rect (x/0. 037mm), respectively (see Section 4.1, General). The MTFs of
the apertures are described by the Fourier transforms of the rectangle functions as follows:
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The approximate theoretical system spread function was, therefore, defined by
the convolution of the illumination spot spread function, the spread function of the influx
objective, the spread function of the efflux objective and the sensor aperture function. In
frequency space this may be written
MTFSys = MTFspot x MTF|ensl x MTF|enS2 x MTFap2.
Figure 4.7 plots these MTFs as well as the product. It is apparent that the effect of the lenses
operating at the diffraction limit was negligible. The theoretical system MTF was, therefore,
approximated by the product of the transfer functions of the illuminating spot and the
sensor aperture.
MTF
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The system theoretical spread function is also a useful function to analyze. It may
be approximated by the convolution
rect (x/.030)* rect (xl . 037)












Theoretical system spread function.
This analysis ignores the complexity of the microdensitometer optical system in
favor of obtaining an upper bound system MTF to which a measured result can be compared.
The measured system response is covered in Section 5.2.
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In summary, system characterization experiments proved adequate illumination
uniformity, linearity of response and detector sensitivity. The expected range of PSF widths
was estimated to be 150pm to 400pm. In addition, the theoretical measurement system
frequency response and spread functions were calculated.
47
CHAPTERS. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION I: THE POINTSPREAD FUNCTION
5.1 MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT OF DATA
Introduction
The data collected using the described PSF measurement technique results in a
reflectance profile of the paper surface in the region of the incident point of light. This
profile can be easily pictured in terms of either rectangular or cylindrical coordinates. A
definition of the coordinate system is given in Figure 5.1. It shows that each sample point can
be located by its distance from the origin in terms of either (x, y, z) coordinates or (r, 8, z)
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Figure 5.2 illustrates a sampled point spread function. Because the function is
sampled along a single axis in the x-y plane,
the coordinates are simplified. The y-coordinate
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is always zero, as is 9, so that for each sample r = x, and the location is described by x, the




Sampled point spread function.
Circular Symmetry
The function fis said to be circularly symmetric if it can be written as a function of
radius ralone, that is,70
f(r,B) = fR(r).
The convenience of such rotational symmetry is that more complex two-dimensional
manipulations can be reduced to one-dimensional manipulations. Therefore, if the point
spread function is circularly symmetrical, then a single one-dimensional transfer function
completely defines the two-dimensional transfer function.
The experimental point spread function data for each paper type includes both
positive and negative portions of the distribution in order that symmetry be tested.
Measurements are made along only one axis, the x-axis, in the plane of the paper to limit the
size of the experiment.
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It is reasonable to expect circular symmetry of paper point spread functions. If
paper has a random microstructure then light is scattered in a random fashion. When the
light scatter distribution is measured at many locations, the resulting average removes the
effects of intrinsic paper non-uniformities. Circular symmetry of photographic paper point
spread functions can be easily visualized since the incident light is being scattered by an
emulsion of uniform thickness made up of relatively uniform, very tiny, silver halide particles.
This is in contrast to the less uniform structure and large size of the fibers making up
xerographic and lithographic papers.
Symmetry about the illumination spot center is apparent in a set of
photomicrographs of the spot incident on Cronapaque taken at increasing exposures. Longer
exposures allow the low light level of the spread function tails to be imaged. As exposure is
increased the photomicrographs show that the spot diameter increases while the light
distribution retains its shape.
The plotted experimental point spread functions in Figures 5.7 (a-f) show
symmetry about the measured intensity or z-axis for all papers tested. Possession of circular





Further mathematical treatment will describe these PSFs as one-dimensional functions.
Ideal Point Spread Function Measurement
PSF measurements made with an ideal measuring system, that is, an ideal point
source and point collection aperture, would represent the true two-dimensional point
spread function, p(x, y). Assuming circular symmetry, the full 2-D irradiance distribution
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could be attained by rotating the data about the z-axis. A single, measured slice through the
PSF accurately characterizes the entire two-dimensional function.
The relationship between this two-dimensional PSF in a rectangular coordinate
system and the line spread function is shown in Figure 5.3. The area of a slice through the PSF
at x =
x'
is equivalent to the height of the LSF at x =
x'
The LSF is, therefore, calculated from
the PSF by integrating across a chosen axis as follows:
r +
Ux) p (x, y) dy .
The transfer function can be calculated either as the 2-D Fourier transform of the




The relationship between the PSF, p(x, y) and the LSF, l(x).
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Non-Ideal Point Spread Function Measurement
Illuminating and sampling with finite apertures means that each measurement
yields a value in the intensity versus distance distribution that is integrated over the aperture
area. The resulting curve is not an infinitely thin slice through the PSF, but rather, a slice with
thickness corresponding to the width of the sampling aperture. Figure 5.4 shows a top view
of the intensity versus distance distribution, where sampling occurs along the x-axis and the
z-axis, coming out of the paper, corresponds to the measured intensity at point
p(x,y) =p(x,0). Each measured intensity value is integrated over the sampling aperture area,
AA, which remains constant as distance from the origin increases. Only volume A V, (x,-, y z,),
changes as the measured intensity decreases as distance from the origin increases. Rotation
of this distribution about the z-axis in order to produce a two-dimensional view returns





AV, = x( x y( x z,
= AA:
Figure 5.4
Top view of the intensity versus distance distribution, rectangular coordinates.
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Figure 5.5 illustrates the utility of a cylindrical coordinate system. A slice through the
distribution is now pie-shaped and described by d, the angle which defines the size of the
wedge and r, the radial distance from the origin. In order to depict a PSF in this system, each
sample is defined as pictured in Figure 5.6. As before, the radial distance between samples,
Ar, is constant. Whereas the area of each sample remains constant in the rectangular
coordinate system, now 6 is constant and the area is increasing with distance from the origin
as the arc length of each sample, rjAd, grows. This is now an accurate representation of the
two-dimensional PSF.
Figure 5.5
Top view of the intensity versus distance distribution,
cylindrical coordinates.




Sampled intensity versus distance distribution
showing sample area, AA and volume, AVj.
The correction of constant area data, described above in the rectangular
coordinate system, could be accomplished by multiplying the measured intensity by r, the
radial distance from the origin. This would scale each measured PSF value thereby converting
the data from constant area samples to constant 8 samples, the true two-dimensional form
where, upon rotation about the z-axis, no overlapping of sample area occurs. The Hankel
transform given by Equation (20) relates the PSF expressed as a function of a radial variable
to the MTF expressed as a function of frequency. It is a simplification of the two-dimensional
Fourier transform available to functions exhibiting circular symmetry. The Hankel transform
accounts for this multiplication by r so that performing this transformation on the collected
raw PSF data produces an accurate one-dimensional measured MTF
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5.2 DATA ANALYSIS
This section will describe and analyze the various stages of data reduction. The
plotted raw spread function data is presented for the six papers. A functional form for the
PSFs is determined via exponential regression analysis. The Hankel transform of the
exponential approximation produces estimated one-dimensional MTFs. The measured
system response is then calculated, and MTFs corrected for the measuring system response
are presented. Computations were carried out with the aid of a Data General Eclipse S-250
computer.
Measured Point Spread Function Data
Normalized measured point spread functions are shown on semi-log plots in
Figures 5.7(a-f). Both the positive and negative scan directions are plotted to illustrate the
measured PSF symmetry.
The positive portions are replotted in Figure 5.8 to facilitate comparison.
Approximate PSF half-widths can be obtained from Figure 5.8. A summary of PSF full-widths
at various percent of peak values is provided in Table 5.1. The range of 50% width values
over all papers is relatively small
-- from 37 to 60pm. This range increases as the PSF width is
measured further from the origin with the 0.1 percent of peak widths ranging from 205 to
505pm. The tails of the distributions around the 1% of peak PSF intensity best differentiate
the light scattering characteristics of the papers.










Measured point spread function widths.
(pm)
PERCENT OF PEAK POSITIONS
50% 10% 1% 0. 1 %
47 85 145 205
45 85 185 455
37 85 210 450
50 95 260 400
40 95 260 435
60 110 260 505
Cronapaque generally ranks as having the narrowest spread function. Simpson Lee
coated offset is the second narrowest but possesses a distribution tail that places its 0.1% of
peak width in a cluster with the other lithographic and two xerographic papers. 4024 DP,
Polycontrast and Chrystal offset generally possess the widest spread functions. 1024 lies
between these papers. The PSF width around the 1% of peak level varies the most from
sample to sample and it is here that distribution shape differences are most apparent. Table
5.2 ranks the PSFwidths at this intensity level.
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TABLE 5.2





4,5,6 Polycontrast, 4024 DP, Chrystal
Confidence intervals on the positive PSF measurement data are shown in Figures
5.9(a-d). The statistical calculation is based on a sample size of 5 locations at 95% confidence
using the measured estimates of the mean PSF intensity and standard deviation.&1 Four
distance locations are shown, covering PSF widths approximately corresponding to the 50%
of peak, 10% of peak, the midsection and the distribution tail. The above statements are
generally reinforced even with the calculated error margin.
Figure 5.9a shows that at a distance of 20pm, the PSFs of the 6 papers are
indistinguishable. At a distance of 50pm, Figure 5.9b, Cronapaque is distinguished as having
the narrowest PSF and the Simpson Lee PSF is shown to be narrower than both the 4024 DP
and the Polycontrast PSFs. Figure 5.9c shows the 100pm distance position where the
Cronapaque PSF remains the narrowest, followed by Simpson Lee and 1024. At 200pm, the
PSF tails, Figure 5.9d shows that Cronapaque still has the narrowest PSF and that the Simpson
Lee PSF is narrower than the 4024 DP and Chrystal offset PSFs.
Given the widths of the calculated confidence intervals, the PSFs of 4024 DP,
Polycontrast and Chrystal offset are consistently indistinguishable from one another and
wider than the others. These papers have PSFs which are difficult to distinguish because they
have the widest confidence intervals, a consequence of surface/bulk nonuniformities. The
1024 PSF is distinguished as narrower than these PSFs from approximately 100pm to 200pm.
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Simpson Lee is shown to be the next narrowest, becoming indistinguishable only at the peak
and the tail of the distribution. The Cronapaque PSF is consistently much narrower than all
the others. The narrower PSF papers, Simpson Lee and Cronapaque are easily distinguishable
because of their very narrow confidence intervals. They are smooth, uniform papers.
If the measured functions fit a simple exponential model, the plots of Figures
5.7(a-f) would look linear. Visually fitting a line to the plotted values shows that for
Cronapaque there is a good fit if the line begins some distance from the origin. In the region
of the origin, it is not possible to utilize an exponential model since the exponential function
is divergent at x = 0. The remaining papers do not appear linear in these semi-log plots so
that the simple exponential model is an approximation. A double exponential model should
be investigated in future work.













Point spread function measurement data.














Point spread function measurement data.

















Point spread function measurement data.
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Point spread function measurement data.













Point spread function measurement data.


















Point spread function measurement data.





































Point spread function measurement data for 6 papers,
+ scan direction.
















Confidence intervals based on a sample size of 5 locations at 95% confidence (a = .05)
at the 20pm distance position; selected as the approximate distance position
corresponding to the PSF 50% of peak width.
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Confidence intervals based on a sample size of 5 locations at 95% confidence (a =
.05)
at the 50pm distance position; selected as the approximate distance position
corresponding to the ~PSF 10% of peak width.
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Confidence intervals based on a sample size of 5 locations at 95% confidence (a =
.05)
at the 100pm distance position; selected as the approximate distance position













Confidence intervals based on a sample size of 5 locations at 95% confidence (a =
.05)
at the 200pm distance position; selected as the approximate distance position
corresponding to the PSF tails.
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Regression Analysis
Exponential regression analysis was chosen since it has been used successfully as a




The normalized intensity values were used to compute the regression parameters a,b and the
correlation coefficient r2. A list of the computed values is given in Table 5.3. The data are
arranged in order from the narrowest to the widest exponential function, i.e., the
decreasingly negative b values. The normalized functions are plotted to a distance of 1 50pm
using a linear intensity scale in Figure 5.10a.
TABLE 5.3
Exponential regression coefficients.
PAPER a b r^
CRONAPAQUE 1.74015 -0.077877 0.9773
SIMPSON LEE 1.188525 -0.054581 0.9747
1024 0.810074 -0.041953 0.9706
POLYCONTRAST 0.595023 -0.031177 0.9486
4024 DP 0.619234 -0.029574 0.9620
CHRYSTAL 0.646014 -0.029451 0.9755












Exponential regression files representing the
measured point spread function data, linear intensity scale.
Figure 5.10b replots the exponential regression data using a log intensity scale to
allow comparison with the PSF measurement data of Figure 5.8. The relative width rankings
of the exponential models generally correspond to that of the raw data. The models for 4024
DP and Chrystal offset are virtually identical to each other, and Polycontrast is very close;
these are also the widest spread functions. The model for Cronapaque is the narrowest
exponential, followed by Simpson Lee, then 1024. However, the exponential model
underestimates the Simpson Lee and 1024 spread function tails and overestimates the 50 to
150pm distance region of the Polycontrast, Chrystal offset and 4024 DP spread functions.
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Exponential regression files representing
the measured point spread function data,
log intensity scale.
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The MTF (Hankel Transform)
The one-dimensional MTF is the Hankel transform of the radially expressed point
spread function. If the point spread function is expressed as the exponential function
PSF(r)=ae
-br (48)






This calculation was made for each of the exponential point spread functions.
Figure 5.1 1 shows the six MTFs as a function of frequency. They are plotted to 50 cycles/mm,
the original estimate of the maximum frequency of interest.
Cronapaque
MTF(u) 0.5
_ _ _ Simpson Lee
1024
Polycontrast





Modulation transfer functions, calculated as the Hankel transform
of the exponentiallymodeled point spread functions.
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Measured System Response
The calibration plaque was chosen for the system response measurements because
of its diffuse reflection and low scattering characteristics. PSF measurements of the plaque
would approximate the microdensitometer system response given these characteristics.
Measurements were made as described in Section 4.1. The normalized raw PSF data are
plotted in Figure 5. 1 2 along with the theoretical system spread function calculated in Section
4.2. Widths of various percent of peak values are shown in Table 5.4.
TABLE 5.4
Widths of the measured vs. theoretical system spread function.
Measured Theoretical







The width of the theoretical system spread function approximates that of the measured
function until the 30% of peak position where the curve of the measured function departs
from the linear theoretical model. Here, the measured function shows a widening that
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System spread function, measured versus theoretical.
A distribution tail indicated that some image degradation had occurred which was
attributable to either the microdensitometer measurement system or to the
calibration/control plaque used in the system spread function measurements.
Photomicrographs of the illumination spot projected onto the plaque showed that the
plaque was not an ideal sample. A 3 minute exposure showed the 25 x40pm elliptical spot; a
longer 10 minute exposure revealed a 30 x 45pm spot. This 233% increase in exposure
produced a ~15% increase in spot dimensions which illustrated that, although minimal, the
plaque did have some internal diffusion or scattering properties. If the spot dimensions were
influenced by reciprocity failure in the photographic emulsion, meaning less density than
predicted by the exposure equation (5) was formed, then even greater internal diffusion was
present in the plaque.
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Regression analysis was used to provide a functional form for the system spread
function. An exponential form was used for consistency with the paper spread function
models. Figure 5.13 shows the measured system spread function raw data along with its
exponential model. The model closely approximates the tail of the distribution and








System spread function, measured and model
A comparison of the Hankel transform of the exponential model of the measured
spread function and the calculated theoretical system response is provided in Figure 5 14.
The MTF calculated from the exponential model is generally poorer than the theoretical
MTF, although it extends beyond the sharp cutoff frequency of the theoretical curve.













The measurement system response was found to be sufficiently poor that
correction to the paper MTF data was required. Correction was accomplished using the
relationship
MTFmeaS = MTrTACTUAL-MTFSYSTEM
Because the measured system MTF contained some degradation due to the sample, thereby
making it poorer than expected, the theoretical or calculated system MTF was used for the
correction. Using the theoretical MTF also imposed the cutoff frequency due to the aperture
on the paper MTFs.
The corrected paper MTFs are plotted in Figure 5.15. Division by the theoretical
MTF as it approached zero produced errors in the quotient so that the corrected MTFs were
estimated in these areas. The estimated portions are indicated by the dashed portions of the
curves in Figure 5.15.













MTF values for the six papers range from 0.99 to 0.73 at 2 cycles/mm, 0.86 to 0.35 at 5
cycles/mm, 0.68 to 0.1 2 at 10 cycles/mm and 0.45 to 0.08 at 15 cycles/mm.
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CHAPTER 6. METHODS II: PAPER NOISE
6.1 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
Equipment
The Zeiss Universal scanning microscope photometer (SMP05) with computer
control was used to make Wiener spectrum measurements on the six paper samples. Figure
6.1 shows a diagram of the microdensitometer in the reflection measuring mode. The
tungsten halogen lamp was operated at 8 volts in order to provide a consistent color
temperature of approximately 2800K. The flip-in mirror, which diverted the beam to
produce transmittance measurements when swung into the optical path, was unused for
these measurements A Zeiss/Leitz hybrid 4X/0.1 objective provided dark field illumination in
order to measure the diffusely reflected component that is of interest in paper
measurements. The hybrid lens used a Leitz annular prism illuminator to create the
illumination spot and a Zeiss 4X/0. 1 objective lens The result was an annulus with a
45
angle
of illumination, low power, 25pm depth of focus and high efficiency.
The stepping stage provided a precisely controlled sampling interval of 10pm.
Computer control allowed precision x and y stage movement. The sensor aperture consisted
of horizontal and vertical jaws that were continuously adjustable up to 600pm X 600pm. The
size of the sensor aperture was determined by the upper eyepiece reticle which, in this
microdensitometer configuration, was calibrated to 5.3pm per reticle division. The side-on
type photomultiplier tube was operated at 700 volts. Additional technical information about
the microdensitometer is given in Appendices I and II.























One reference standard was used for all the noise measurements so that absolute
reflectance differences among the papers were
preserved. This was done to simulate the
conditions under which standard
microdensitometer measurements are made. The
calibration plaque was a uniform glass chip that had been referenced to barium sulfate. A
stationary
calibration scan of the plaque was done to collect and store 1000 reflectance
values. Another 1000 values were collected while no source
illumination was allowed to
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reach the PMT. Software determined the average signal for the two scans and so produced a
calibration value and an offset value These values, along with the assigned reflectivity of the
calibration plaque, were then used to convert the voltage data of later scans to reflectance
values. The actual procedure and equations for calibration are provided in Appendix II.
Measurement Parameters
Measurement parameters were selected based upon a number of considerations
including available equipment, convenient data processing, the maximum frequency of
interest and, most importantly, the tolerable error levels The procedure and rationale for
the selections follow.
It was estimated that no power would be present in the measured Wiener spectra
above 50 cycles per millimeter. Using 50 cycles per millimeter as the maximum frequency of
interest, or the Nyquist frequency, fN, the sampling interval, Ax, became 10pm in accordance
with the sampling theorem. The 10pm stepping stage made this very convenient. A sensor
aperture width, a, of 20pm allowed sampling twice per aperture to yield independent,
unaliased data.
No frequency components above the Nyquist frequency were present in the
measured spectra. However, the spectrum could be affected by the aperture function in the
frequency region approaching the Nyquist frequency This potential degradation of the
measured spectra was the result of the fall-off of the sine function that described the
frequency response of the rectangular aperture. To account for this,
Dainty72 suggested
choosing the sensor aperture
width or Nyquist frequency according to
- = -A,. (50)
a 2 N
Using this formula with the
convenient aperture width of 20pm, the maximum frequency
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was 33 cycles per millimeter. Because no noise power was expected in this frequency region,
the selected sensor aperture of 20pm was used.
The 600pm length of the sensor aperture was determined by the maximum
opening of the Zeiss aperture turret. A rake scan, where upon completion of one x-direction
scan the stage was returned to the home position, then moved 600pm in the y-direction to
continue scanning, was used to increase the effective length of the scanning aperture. An
effective 2.4mm aperturewas created by a 4 scan line rake scan (see Figure 6.2).
The number of data points, N, was required by the FFT routine to be a 2n value. In
addition, N determined the length of data collected (X = NAx). This length, in turn,




where Af is the effective frequency bandwidth after block averaging. A value of 4096 was
selected so that the distance between data points in the frequency domain, Af, was
0.0244c/mm according to the Nyquist formula of NAxAf= 1.
In order to reduce error, block and ensemble averaging were required. Standard
error can be calculated in terms of averaged quantities as74
SE=-^=-^=, (52)
V&Vr
where b represents the number of datapoints in a block average and r is the number of
repetitions averaged. A restriction on b was that the number of datapoints, N, had to be
evenly divisible by b. It was also desired to keep the block averaged frequency bandwidth to
less than 1 cycle/mm. In order to achieve an error target of <10%, b was chosen to be 32 and
rto be 4. This produced an error estimate of 8.8%. The effective frequency bandwidth, Af,
becameAfx32 = 0.7813dmm.
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Table 6.1.
A summary of these Wiener spectrum measurement parameters is provided in
Table 6.1
Summary ofWiener spectrum measurement parameters.
sensor aperture, a xl
number of scans/rake
effective sensor aperture length, L
sampling interval. Ax
Nyquist frequency, f/v
number of datapoints, N
length of data, X
frequency bandwidth, Af
number of repetitions, r
number of datapoints block averaged, b













The noise characteristics of paper vary with measurement conditions. The variables
tested included illumination geometry, backing substrate and paper side. These conditions
were selected for both their practical significance and the expectation of large variations in
measured results.
The variations in illumination geometry included annular, bi-directional and uni
directional beams. As the illumination geometry was varied, the angle of incidence remained
constant at approximately
45
Annular illumination was provided by the already described
Zeiss/Leitz hybrid objective. Bi-directional illumination was achieved by blocking the influx
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beam at the objective's annulus ring except for two 5mm openings directly across from each
other. Blocking all but one 5mm opening provided uni-directional illumination. Scan
direction, while irrelevant for annular illumination, was an important variable for bi- and
uni-directional cases. Measurements were made as the stage scanned both parallel and
perpendicular to the plane of illumination.
Additional sheets of the same paper type were placed beneath the sample being
measured as part of the standard measurement procedure. This measurement surface
represented a diffusing, non-reflective type backing substrate. A sheet of stainless steel was
used as a specularly, highly reflecting substrate.
Paper side variations inherent in the commercial paper making process were
measured. Surface variations attributable to the wire versus the felt side of the paper were
compared.
All six papers were measured under the control conditions of annular illumination,
paper backing substrate and standard imaging side. 4024 DP xerographic bond was
measured under all described conditions. In addition, Simpson Lee coated offset was
measured under one alternate illumination geometry.
Data Collection
Data collection was computer controlled with storage provided by magnetic hard
disk. Software directed stage stepping, data type (reflectance, transmittance, density), mean
and variance calculations and information stored with the data about the scanning
parameters used
Density data was collected for the calculation of Wiener spectra. A mean density
and variance was output for each rake scan. The stage was directed to gather 4096
datapoints at 10pm intervals in the x-scan direction for 4 consecutive scanlines 600pm apart
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in the y-direction. These scanning parameters along with the sensor aperture width of 20pm
and length of 600pm were stored in the attribute block of each data file
The 4096x4 rake scan was repeated at a random location on each of 4 different
samples of the paper being measured. The total number of datapoints collected for each of
the six papers was, therefore, 4096 x4x4 = 65,536. All data was stored for later processing.
6.2 DATA PROCESSING
A set of master instructions was written to automatically process the stored
microdensitometer scan data through FFT and Wiener spectrum calculation routines. The
instructions created a loop through the already described 4 repetitions, splitting the data
into individual scanlines and performing the FFT and Wiener spectrum calculation on each.






















Processing of a single rake scan for
Wiener spectrum calculation,
one of 4 repetitions shown.
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The quantity and format of the processed scan data used to calculate an individual
Wiener spectrum is shown in Figure 6.3. Additional computer instructions performed block
averaging along the direction of scan on groups of 32 datapoints and an ensemble average




















Ensemble and block averaging ofWiener spectrum scan data




Note that each repetition served to reduce the error; the 4 scanlines that contributed to a
single rake scan did not reduce the error as they could not be considered independent
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samples. The rake scan was done solely to increase the effective length of the scanning
aperture.
The digital computation of theWiener spectrum is described by Equation (35). The
scale factor outside the squared summation has units of area so that the units of the
calculatedWiener spectra are pm2 x density?
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CHAPTER 7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION II: PAPER NOISE
7.1 MICRODENSITOMETER NOISE
The electronic noise of the microdensitometer contributes to measured density






is the variance of the total noise,
oe2
is the variance of the electronic noise and o</ is
the variance of the measured density fluctuation. An estimate of the microdensitometer
electronic noise was obtained by stationary scans of the glass calibration chip. All other scan
parameters remained the same as for the standard Wiener spectrum scan using annular
illumination. (See Table 6.1.) Data processing was also as described in the standard
procedure.
The measured density of the glass chip averaged over four repetitions was 0.31
which approached the reflectance value of 48.5% assigned at calibration. The calculated
variance in density was 2x10-6. The microdensitometer electronic noise defined as the
measured rms density fluctuation as a percentage of the average density signal was,
therefore, 0.5%. In reflectance space the electronic noise or rms reflectance fluctuation as a
percent of the average measured reflectance was 0.3%. Signal dependence could be ignored
in these noise measurements since the signal level or reflectance value range was very small.
The influence of the microdensitometer electronic noise was analyzed by
comparing o^iy-D), the measured variance attributable to the microdensitometer, to
o<f{paper), the measured variance of the various papers. Correction would have been
required if the microdensitometer noise was a significant portion of the paper noise. Table
7.1 lists the average measured variance for each paper in the standard measurement
configuration along with a value for the
microdensitometer noise as a percentage of this
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paper noise. The value of oj(p.D) used in this calculation was 2 x 10"6. The microdensitometer
electronic noise contribution to measured density fluctuations was found to range from
1.3% of the highest noise paper to 4.0% of the lowest noise paper. Correction was not
warranted based on these low percentages.
Table 7.1
Microdensitometer electronic noise, od2(pD) = 2x1 0"6,
as a percent of measured paper noise.






SIMPSON LEE 0.063 3.2%
4024 DP 0.086 2.3%
CHRYSTAL 0.150 1.3%
This low microdensitometer noise was also characterized in the Wiener spectra.
The same rapid falloff was observed in the microdensitometer noise power spectrum as was
found in the measured paper spectra. The measuring system Wiener spectrum, however, had
only a fraction of the power
of the paper spectra: at 0.8c/mm it had a value of only 4% of
the smallest noise power spectrum measured (Simpson Lee coated offset), at 1.6 c/mm 3%, at
2.3 c/mm 2%, and by 4 c/mm it had fallen to less than 0.5% of the Simpson Lee spectrum.
Both spectra are plotted in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1
Comparison of measuredWiener spectra,
microdensitometer vs. lowest noise paper, standard conditions.
Noise attributable to the microdensitometer as characterized by the measured rms
density fluctuations and the Wiener spectrum was negligible. This result implied that the
sensor aperture used for the noise measurements was an appropriate size, that is, the sensor
aperture dimensions were selected in such a manner that 1) the measured sample granularity
was large compared to the electronic system noise, and 2) the measured density fluctuations
were not large enough to produce errors in the Wiener spectrum due to the nonlinearity of
the density-reflectance relationship. The first consideration suggested aperture dimensions
that were not too large; the second implied a lower limit to the aperture size. Having
confirmed negligible electronic noise, no corrections to the paper noise data were
performed.
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7.2 SELWYN GRANULARITY LAW
An experiment was performed to test the Selwyn granularity law on plain paper.
At the time of this experiment, the field of potential papers to be included in the project had
not yet been narrowed. These measurements used Hammermill offset, a good quality
uncoated lithographic type of paper which was not selected to be. in the final set of six
papers. It was a smooth paper of relatively high brightness and was thought to be
representative of the general class of uncoated bond papers.
Microdensitometer scans were made under the standard Wiener spectrum
measurement conditions of annular illumination, paper backing substrate and wire side. The
scanning aperture was incrementally increased in the series 20 x 200pm, 20 x 400pm and
20 x 500pm. Granularity is usually measured with a circular aperture as it generally refers to
photographic image noise produced by a distribution of image grains which are often
imperfect spheres.75 In order to be consistent with the Wiener spectrum measurement
scanning aperture and because of the string-like structure of paper fibers which were
considered a source of granularity in plain paper, the rectangular shaped aperture was used.
Three randomly located scans of 512 datapoints each were made on a single sheet
of Hammermill offset. Short data sequences were used to preserve the validity of the
stationarity assumption. The mean and variance of the three scans were determined and
averaged for each aperture size. The relative standard error in oJ is given
by76
SE =V2/N,
where N is the total number of datapoints. For this Selwyn granularity verification the
standard errorwas less than 4% .
In order for the Selwyn granularity law to hold, the product of the standard
deviation in density, ad, and the square root of the aperture area. A, must be constant, that
is,
8 =o ,VA ^constant. (54)
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At a given density, o<j is inversely proportional to Va so that a plot of od as a function of
7/V>4 is a straight line with a slope of gs.
The scan data which had an average density of 0.10 is provided in Table 7.2. The
final column shows that o^vA was not constant over varying aperture sizes. 04 is plotted as a
function of 7/Va in Figure 7.2 along with 3.6% error bars.The best linear fit, also plotted in
Figure 7.2, had a correlation coefficient of 0.94. A linear relationship was not concluded
given the available data.
Table 7.2
Selwyn granularity calculation for Hammermill offset paper,
D = 0.10.













The Selwyn granularity law developed for photographic images, was based upon
the assumption that the variation in density of a uniformly exposed and processed silver
image was Gaussian. In order for the law to hold, the following conditions had to be met:
1) uniform sample,
2) random microstructure,
3) the area of the scanning aperture must be much larger
than the projected area of the grain.
Experimentation designed to test Selwyn's equation on black and white films resulted in
both positive and negative
agreement.77 Some results indicated that the exponent of A
should have been lower than 1/2. Observers of this deviation from Selwyn's law concluded
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Figure 7.2
Relationship between the standard deviation in density, od<
and the size of the effective aperture for plain paper -;
best linear fit ;
that photographic film may not have a random microstructure, that the position of each
grain was not independent of surrounding grains.
This may also be the case for Hammermill offset and, more generally, for the
structure of any machine-made paper. As described in Section 3.1 on paper production, the
cellulose fibers that are the basic component of paper are drawn in the direction of travel as
the paper is drawn along the wire support. A distinctive grain direction in the paper is
produced, as the majority of fibers tend to line up parallel to their direction of travel through
the machine.78 Directionality is imparted to an individual fiber within the paper structure,
that is, to its orientation and position relative to neighboring fibers, by the paper making
process. Because the paper microstructure is not purely random and because of the finite size
of the paper fibers relative to the scanning aperture, a deviation from Selwyn's law is not
surprising.
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7.3 PAPER NOISE DATA
The paper noise data was first analyzed based simply on the mean and variance of
the raw data files. It was useful to study the data in both linear reflectance units and in the
logarithmic scale of density units which better approximates the visual response. Table 7.3
lists the average density D, the variance in density, oJ, and the standard deviation in density,
od. Table 7.4 includes the average reflectance R, the standard deviation in reflectance, oRl
and the metric noise as a percent of signal, or/R.
Each value in the tables was calculated from a full set of data which included four
repetitions of 4096 datapoint 4 line rake scans. The error on each datapoint was 100%
regardless of the length of data but the error on variance was reduced as the length of data
increased. For a Gaussian probability distribution, the standard error in, o2 is given by
SE=V2/N
The number of datapoints, N, was 4096x4 repetitions. The four scanlines in each rake scan
did not reduce the error since they could not be considered to be independent from one
another. Using this equation, where A/= 16,384, the standard error on table values of
variance was 1.1%. The control case of 4024 DP measured with annular illumination, paper
backing and wire side, had 15 repetitions that were used for computing table values. The
standard error on variance for this case was only 0.6%.
Analysis of the table values provided the following conclusions about tested
variables:
variance increased as the illumination became more directional
scan direction was important when the illumination geometry was
directional; scanning parallel to the plane of illumination
accentuated paper noise more than scanning in the perpendicular
direction
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a highly reflecting backing substrate produced a higher variance
than a paper backing
the wire side of 4024 DP scanned against the grain (along the fine
wire direction) yielded a higher variance than the felt side.
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Table 7.3
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Table 7.4









4024 DP annular paper wire 79 1.6881 2.1
bi-dir, || paper wire 81 2.0046 2.5
bi-dir, 1 paper wire 82 1.6796 2.1
uni-dir, || paper wire 84 3.6360 4.3
uni-dir, _L paper wire 71 2.6954 3.8
annular stainless
steel
wire 82 2.4287 3.0
annular paper felt 90 1.5414 1.7
1024 annular paper wire 79 1.2871 1.6
Simpson Lee annular paper coated 95 1.5936 1.7
uni-dir, || paper coated 92 5.3302 5.8
Chrystal annular paper wire 83 2.3423 2.8
Polycontrast
Rapid, Surface G
annular paper emulsion 81 1.3328 1.6
Cronapaque annular paper emulsion 77 1.2916 1.7
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In addition, the following rankings of average density, D, variance in density, a,/ and noise
as a percentage of signal, orIR~, can be made:
Table 7.5




LOW1 Simpson Lee 0.02
2 Chrystal 0.08
3 Polycontrast 0.09
4 4024 DP, 1024 0.10




LOW 1 1024 0.050
2 Polycontrast 0.051
3 Cronapaque 0.053
4 Simpson Lee 0.053
5 4024 DP 0.086
HIGH 6 Chrystal 0.150
NOISE AS A
RANKING PAPER PERCENT OF
SIGNAL
LOW 1 1024, Polycontrast 1.6%
2 Simpson Lee, Cronapaque 1.7%
3 4024 DP 2.1%
4 Chrystal 2.8%
'Standard Conditions
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The average density ranking shows that Simpson Lee had the highest reflectivity and that all
other papers fell within 0.03 density units of each other. The variance ranking shows that the
photographic papers, Polycontrast and Cronapaque, along with the coated offset paper,
Simpson Lee, and the higher quality xerographic paper, 1024, all had comparable, low noise
levels. The lower quality xerographic and offset papers had the highest variance: the Chrystal
offset measured variance exceeded that of 4024 DP.
The or/R values show that, under the standard conditions of annular illumination,
paper backing and wire side, paper noise was a 2 to 3% effect. As the illumination geometry
became more directional, the paper noise as a percentage of signal increased to a 4 to 6 %
effect.
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7 4 THE SCALE VALUE
The scale value of the Wiener spectrum, W(0), the noise power at very low
frequencies, is not directly available from the computed spectrum. The use of non-zero mean
noise data means that the average measured density value is carried through the calculation
and this must be considered in estimating the Wiener spectrum at zero frequency.
Subtraction of this sample mean rather than the process mean produces a zero frequency
estimate that is necessarily zero. (See Section 2.2) In addition, the value of W(0) is lost upon
block averaging.
The usefulness of W(0) is apparent for flatWiener spectra where the scale value is
sufficient to describe the entire spectrum. Separate experiments intended to determine the
value of W(0) have been described elsewhere.79 The rapid falloff of paper Wiener spectra
precludes the use of W(0). An estimate of W(0) would provide only a means of ranking the
papers according to noise power. It would add little to the understanding of the spectral
shape. Calculation of the scale value via additional experimentation was, therefore,
unwarranted.
A simple method to estimate W(0) that avoids additional data collection was





where A is large enough to act as a low pass filter. The derivation of this relationship assumes
a circular scanning aperture and
isotropic noise patterns. More importantly, its validity is
dependent upon the flatness of the Wiener spectrum, W(u), and the transfer function of the
optical system, T0(u), over the spatial frequency range defined by the width of the scanning
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which is correct only when W(u) and T0(u) are constant over the frequency range for which
the transfer function of the scanning aperture is appreciably non-zero.
These assumptions are not valid for plain paper Wiener spectra which fall off
rapidly. For this general case, where the Wiener spectrum decreases with increasing
frequency, it is stated that 81
W(0)>G
Given the assumptions of isotropic noise and that the scanning aperture is acting as a low
pass filter, then the value of G provides a lower limit for W(0). Table 7.6 lists, in order of
increasing density fluctuations, the values of oJ and the calculated W(0) for A = 12,000pm2
for the six papers. The last column shows the first accurate value in the computed, block
averaged Wiener spectrum, which corresponds to the amplitude of the spectrum at a
frequency of 0.8c/mm. In two cases the estimated scale value, Aoj', is smaller than W(0.8). It
may be concluded that the calculated values of W(0) are indeed underestimated but they
may still be useful if viewed solely as the lower limit of the scale value.
Table 7.6





1024 0.500 0.600 0.611
Polycontrast 0.506 0.607 2.590
Cronapaque 0.534 0.640 0.474
Simpson Lee 0.534 0.641 0.255
4024 DP 0.864 1.037 0.727
Chrystal 1.500 1.800 1.220
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7.5 MEASURED WIENER SPECTRA
Measured Wiener spectra are analyzed in this section. Comparison is facilitated by
consistently plotting the abscissa or frequency axis to 25 cycles/mm and the ordinate or
Wiener spectrum amplitude to a value of 2.5pm2D2. No smoothing is done when connecting
the calculated datapoints; straight line segments are drawn to show the actual values.
Results for the six papers are analyzed as well as the effect of paper side, backing substrate
and illumination geometry. Prior to the discussion of these results, data from a replicated
experiment is presented to evaluate the repeatability of the measuring system. Also, the
effect of calculating a Wiener spectrum from non-zero mean noise data versus data from
which the sample mean has been subtracted is demonstrated. It should be noted, that in
order to facilitate analysis, both the replicated data and the zero versus non-zero data are
plotted on axes that are not consistent with the convention described above.
Replicated Wiener Spectrum Measurement
TheWiener spectrum measurement and calculation procedure was replicated four
times for a standard set of measurement conditions at intervals over the time period that all
paper noise data was collected. The paper used for this experiment was 4024 DP and the
standard measurement conditions were annular illumination, paper backing and wire side.
The same four sheets of 4024 DP were measured for each replicate but the locations within
the sheets were randomly selected. To minimize variation due to grain direction, scans were
always done in the cross-machine direction, that is, across the short dimension of the paper.
The spectra for the four replicates are plotted in Figure 7.3. The standard error on
the individual values of each of the four spectra is 8.8% as previously described. The 8.8%
error intervals were calculated point by point for each spectrum. A few are included in
Figure 7.3. It is apparent that the error margins consistently overlap at high but
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not at low frequencies. No single curve exhibits consistently different behavior, that is, no
one curve has error bars that always fail to overlap with the error margins of the others. Only
curve 4 is different in that it has higher amplitudes at 5cycles/mm and above.
The average and variance of the four replicates were calculated point by point
along the frequency axis. A single, increasingly accurate representation of the 4024 DP noise
power spectrum resulted from the file of averages. The standard error on the individual
values in this spectrum was reduced to 4.4%. The file of variances, when averaged and the
square root taken, provided an estimate of the standard error of the replicated data. This
value was calculated to be o = 0.05. An average error interval of 1o is shown in the key to
Figure 7.3.
A statistical test of significance was performed to determine, at a 95% confidence
level, whether there was a difference between the replicate spectra. The test analyzed paired
data and used a sample estimate for the standard deviation.82 The pairs of curves compared
followed chronological order: curves 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4. For each pair, the average
difference in Wiener spectrum amplitude, d, and the standard deviation of the set of






where n is the number of pairs of data, was then computed and compared to the
statistic'
rv
from the Student's t distribution, where v=n-1. When the value of ts exceeded tv either
positively or negatively, it was concluded
that the curves were indeed different.
All three tests led to the conclusion that no statistical difference existed between
the pairs tested to a 95% confidence level. Computations are included in Appendix IV.












1a, average error bar
a = 005
3.1 6.2 9.4 12.5 15.6 18.8 21.9 25.0
u cycles/mm
Figure 7.3
Measured Wiener spectra; 4024 DP, 4 repetitions, standard conditions:
annular illumination, paper backing substrate, wire side;
8.8% error bars included.
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Subtraction of the Mean
The described Wiener spectrum calculation used unaltered microdensitometer
paper noise data. The mean level of the data was, therefore, the average density of the
paper. Upon Fourier transformation this mean level was carried as the value of the spectrum
at zero frequency. In the final block averaged Wiener spectrum, overestimates at low
frequencieswere expected as a result of using non-zero mean noise data.
In order to determine the frequency range over which errors occurred, the
identical Wiener spectrum calculation was done using data from which the sample mean had
been subtracted. The test was performed on one set of scan data which consisted of four
repetitions of the 4 scanline rake scan (see Figure 6.2) done on 4024 DP under standard
conditions (annular illumination, paper backing, wire side). In order to remove any trends in
the data, linear regression was done on each scanline and the value of the resultant line was
removed for each datapoint. This zero-mean, detrended data was then input into theWiener
spectrum calculation routine.
The zero-mean noise spectrum before block averaging had a scale value, W(0), of
zero as predicted by Equation (37). The final block and ensemble-averaged Wiener spectra
are plotted in Figure 7.4. The standard error is 8.8%. A significant difference between the
spectra exists only below 0.8cycles/mm. Variation is expected in this first frequency band
since it contains W(0). Above 0.8cycles/mm there is virtually no difference between the
curves: 0.7% error at 1.6cycles/mm, 0.5% error at 2.3cycles/mm and <0.2% error at
3.1cycles/mm and above. The use of non-zero mean noise data, therefore, introduces no
errors above 0.8cycles/mm.
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Figure 7.4
Measured Wiener spectra: zero-mean vs. non-zero mean noise data
for 4024 DP measured under standard conditions.
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Six Paper Types
The calculated Wiener spectra for the six papers measured under standard
conditions (annular illumination, paper backing, wire side) are plotted in Figure 7.5. It should
be noted that the 4024 DP spectrum is calculated from all four repetitions. The general shape
of the spectra is exponential. The low frequency amplitudes of the various spectra show a
clumping into three groups: the low spectrum values of Cronapaque and Simpson Lee,
medium values for 4024 DP, 1024 and Chrystal, and high values for Polycontrast.
The values of the calculated Wiener spectra were averaged over selected
frequency bandwidths in order to provide smoothed curves. Averaging was done over the
following frequency intervals: 0.8-1.6, 1.6-2.4, 2.4-4.0, 4.0-8.0 and 8.0-1 6.0cycles/mm. Figure
7.6 shows the resultant spectra where the averaged values are plotted at the bandwidth
midpoint. The three groups mentioned above are even more apparent here.
In order to include error bars. Figure 7.6 is replotted as Figure 7.7 using an
expanded y-axis. 8.8% error bars are shown except for 4024 DP where 4.4% error bars are
used. Simpson Lee and Cronapaque are found to have distinct noise power spectra except at
their crossover point between 1.6 and 2.4cycles/mm. The 1024 and 4024 DP Wiener spectra
are indistinguishable at both very low and high frequencies (0.8-1.6 and 4.0-8.0cycles/mm).
4024 DP spectrum values, however, remain consistently below 1024 values in the middle
bands. Chrystal offset has a spectrum that is distinct only in the 0.8-1.6cycle/mm range. It
becomes confounded with the 1024 spectrum above 1.6cycles/mm and also with the 4024 DP
spectrum in the 4.0-8.0cycle/mm band. The Polycontrast spectrum lies above all others over
all plotted frequencies. Table 7.7 summarizes these results.
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Figure 7.5
MeasuredWiener spectra; 6 papers, standard conditions.













































MeasuredWiener spectra averaged over indicated frequency bandwidths,
plotted at bandwidth midpoint.






























MeasuredWiener spectra averaged over frequency bandwidth,
plotted at bandwidth midpoint, 8.8% error bars included.
Table 7.7
Rankings of measuredWiener spectra in
given frequency bandwidths (cycles/mm).
HIGH
LOW
0.8-1.6 1.6-2.4 2.4-4.0 4.0-8.0 8.0-16.0
POLY POLY POLY POLY 4024
XTAL 1024 1024 1024 XTAL
1024 XTAL XTAL 4024 1024
4024 4024 4024 XTAL SL
CRON SL SL SL POLY
SL CRON CRON CRON CRON
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Illumination Geometry
The illumination geometry was varied from annular to bi-directional to uni
directional for 4024 DP xerographic paper. All measurements were done using paper backing
and the wire side of the paper. Scan direction was varied in the bi- and uni-directional cases.
The parallel (||) scan direction was defined as stage motion in the direction parallel to the
plane of illumination defined by the two beams which make up the bi-directional
illumination; the perpendicular (1) scan direction was stage motion in the direction
perpendicular to the plane of illumination.
Figures 7.8 and 7.9 plot the measured Wiener spectra for bi- and uni-directional
illumination for both scan directions. Figure 7.10 plots, on one graph, these cases along with
the annular illumination result. Noise power is found to increase over all frequencies as the
illumination geometry becomes more directional, that is, moving from annular to
bi- to uni
directional illumination. Also, the parallel scan direction produces significantly higher noise
power than the perpendicular scan direction.
An additional illumination geometry experiment was done using Simpson Lee
coated offset, a low noise power paper. Results for annular and uni-directional illumination,
parallel scan direction, are plotted in Figure 7.11. Again, a significant increase in the
measured Wiener spectrum is found when the incident illumination becomes directional.
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Figure 7.8
Measured Wiener spectra; 4024 DP, bi-directional illumination,
|| vs. 1 scan direction; paper backing, wire side.
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Figure 7.9
MeasuredWiener spectra; 4024 DP, uni-directional illumination,
|| vs. _L scan direction; paper backing, wire side.
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Figure 7.10
Measured Wiener spectra; 4024 DP, illumination geometry
comparison; paper backing, wire side
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Figure 7.1 1
Measured Wiener spectra; Simpson Lee coated offset,
annular vs. uni-directional illumination.
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Backing Substrate
The backing substrate upon which the 4024 DP sample rested while being
measured was varied from a paper backing of the same type as that being measured, to
stainless steel. The stainless steel used was an unpolished, flat sheet approximately one
millimeter thick. The illumination was annular and measurements were made on the wire
side.
The measured Wiener spectra are plotted in Figure 7.12. The plot shows that the
stainless steel backing caused an increase in the measured noise power. Including variation
over the length of the error bar, the spectra do not become indistinguishable until
12.5cycles/mm. Below 7.0cycles/mm the percent increase in noise power as a result of the
stainless steel backing ranges from 1 18% to 67%. Between 7.0 and 12.5 the percent increase
ranges from 42% to 12%.
The increased reflectivity of the backing substrate increased the measured
reflectivity of the 4024 DP sample from 79% to 82% (0.10 density to 0.09). Concurrently, the
standard deviation in density, 04, increased from 0.0093 to 0.0129. A 4% increase in signal
gave rise to a 39% increase in paper noise. Presumably, the stainless steel substrate causes
more of the incident flux to be reflected back into the paper than the more absorbing paper
substrate. Increased reflection from the backing substrate-paper sample boundary increases
internal reflections. This higher probability of scattering events implies greater variation in
measured reflectance or density.









4 4% error bars
Stainless Steel Backing Substrate,
8.8% error bars




Measured Wiener spectra; 4024 DP, paper vs.
stainless steel backing; annular illumination, wire side.
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Wire versus Felt Side
The wire versus felt side was tested for 4024 DP. All other variables were held
constant using annular illumination and paper backing. The paper backing side, wire or felt,
matched the side being measured. Figure 7.13 plots the resulting Wiener spectra.
At low frequencies, the 8.8% error on the individual values of the Wiener spectra
makes the felt versus wire side noise power indistinguishable. Above 5.5cycles/mm and until
18.0cycles/mm, the error bars do not overlap and two distinct spectra emerge. At these
frequencies, the spectrum representing the felt side is consistently higher than that of the
wire side. The felt side noise power is, in fact, from 7 to 38% higher than the wire side noise
power.
The area of the spectrum corresponding to the wire screen frequency, where a
spike in the wire side spectrum could appear, is between 2.4 and 3.9cycles/mm (refer to
Section 3.1). No such spike or elevated frequency band is apparent. There is, in fact, no
significant difference between the wire and felt side spectra in this region. Any screen
frequency artifacts are embedded in the general paper surface irregularities.
The scan data which produced these spectra is provided in Table 7.8. Given the
relative standard error in variance of 1.1% (Section 7.3), no significant difference in a</ was
measured between the wire and felt sides.
Table 7.8
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The quantitative difference in paper side shown by the measured Wiener spectra
must be related to the paper making process. The most obvious factor is the effect of the
wire screen versus the drying rollers which work on opposite sides of the paper. Paper side
differences may also be the result of composition in that fillers are often more heavily
deposited on the felt side.83 Also, fiber alignment may be significantly different from felt to
wire side. Calendaring imparts texture to the felt side. Some combination of these factors
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Figure 7.13
Measured Wiener spectra; 4024 DP, wire vs. felt side,
annular illumination, paper backing.
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Grain Direction
An experiment was run to determine the effect of grain direction on the measured
Wiener spectrum. 4024 DP, a grain long paper, was scanned with the grain (along the long
dimension of the paper) and against the grain (across the short dimension) on the wire side.
All other conditions matched the standard Wiener spectrum measurement procedure except
that only two repetitions of the 4 line rake scan were done for each grain direction. The
standard error on these spectra was, therefore, 12.5%. Figure 7.14 plots the results along
with the 12.5% error bars. Results at low frequencies are inconclusive. At 3.1 cycles/mm and
above, the Wiener spectrum computed from against-the-grain data is consistently higher
than the with-the-grain spectrum. In the frequency range 3.1 to 18.8cycles/mm the against-
the-grain spectrum is between 20 and 60% higher than the with-the-grain spectrum. The
higher frequency result in the against-the-grain or cross machine direction is consistent with
the construction of the wire screen on which paper is formed: the cross machine direction
has a finer wire spacing than the machine direction. (Chapter 3)
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Figure 7.14
Measured Wiener spectra; 4024 DP, with vs.
against grain direction, wire side.
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Summary
The measured Wiener spectra decreased rapidly with increasing frequency
regardless of paper type or measurement condition. While the spectrum shape was
independent of paper type and measurement configuration, the amplitude varied
significantly.
The six paper types generally fell into three noise power amplitude groups: 1)
Polycontrast provided the highestWiener spectrum, 2) 4024 DP, 1024 and Chrystal offset had
similar spectra which fell into the middle amplitude group, and 3) Cronapaque and Simpson
Lee had very similar, low amplitude spectra. The illumination geometry produced large
changes in the Wiener spectra amplitudes: as the illumination became more directional,
noise power increased. For bi- and uni-directional illumination, higher spectra resulted when
scanned parallel to the plane of illumination as compared to the perpendicular direction.
A reflecting backing substrate increased the measured Wiener spectrum
amplitude. The felt side of 4024 DP was found to have a higher noise power than the wire
side; scanning in the cross machine direction yielded higher spectrum amplitudes than
scanning in the machine direction.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1 THE OPTICAL SPREAD FUNCTION
Six papers representing commonly used photographic, lithographic and
xerographic type substrates are characterized by their measured point spread functions. It is
apparent that paper features can predict relative spread function widths. Uncoated papers
which contain relatively large fibers allow light to travel longer distances before reflection
and emergence from the paper. The result is a wide spread function. Coated papers have
much smaller particles which create a high coefficient of scattering and light can travel only
short distances before reflection. A narrower spread function results. Photographic papers
can have widely varying spread functions depending upon the texture and type of support as
well as the characteristics of the emulsion.
The measured spread functions are found to vary in full width from 37pm to 60pm
at the 50% of peak position, from 85pm to 1 10pm at the 10% of peak position, from 145um
to 260pm at the 1% of peak position, and from 205pm to 505pm at the 0.1% of peak
position.
A method is demonstrated to determine paper MTFs from the measured point
spread function data. Exponential regression analysis provides a functional form for the
data; the Hankel transform of the exponential
approximation produces the estimated one-
dimensional MTF.
Variation in spread function shape is not addressed in this paper since only one
model is used. The exponential model is valid over the entire width
of the measured spread
function only in the case of
Cronapaque. For each of the other papers the exponential model
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is valid over a segment that is approximately one-half the spread function width. This
suggests a double exponential fit, a model which should be tried in future work.
Correction of the paper MTF data is shown, necessitated by the poor measurement
system response. Large source and sensor apertures are the reason for the poor system
response. Smaller apertures reduce both the amount of light in the system and the effective
area and, therefore, sensitivity of the detector. Future work must attempt to increase the
measurement system sensitivity in order to allow smaller influx and efflux apertures.
The corrected paper MTF values for the six papers are found to range from 0.99 to
0.73 at 2 cycles/mm, from 0.86 to 0.35 at 5 cycles/mm, and from 0 68 to 0.12 at 10 cycles/mm.
The extent to which this result is dependent upon the method of measurement is a question
to be answered by future investigation.
8.2 PAPER NOISE
Wiener spectrum analysis is used to characterize the noise or measured density
fluctuations of the six papers. The spectrum shape is found to be independent of paper type
and measurement condition, falling rapidly with increasing frequency. However, the
spectrum amplitude varies significantly with paper type and measurement configuration.
The narrower spread function papers, Cronapaque and Simpson Lee coated offset,
have the lowest amplitude Wiener spectra. These are smooth, uniform surface papers.
Polycontrast, Surface G, is found to have the highest amplitude Wiener spectrum and its
spread function ranks among the widest, clustered with Chrystal offset and 4024 DP It has an
obviously non-uniform surface
character that is intended to impart texture to an image. The
other paper spectra fall between these extremes.
The Wiener spectrum is highly dependent upon the method of measurement or
measurement configuration. Generally, noise power increases as the illumination becomes
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more directional, that is, from annular to bi- to uni-directional. Also, scan direction is
important when the illumination geometry is directional and scanning parallel to the plane
of illumination produces higher noise power than scanning in the perpendicular direction.
Directional illumination produces shadows which increase measured density fluctuations and
contribute to higher noise power. Noise as a percentage of signal (or I R ) for 4024 DP
increases from 2.1% when measured with annular illumination to 4.3% for the worst case
uni-directional illumination.
The backing substrate upon which the paper sample rests during measurement
influences the measured fluctuations. A reflective backing produces significantly higher
noise power than a diffusing substrate. For plain paper, measurement of the wire versus felt
side influences theWiener spectrum. Scanning with, versus against, the grain, that is, in the
machine or cross-machine direction also influences the measuredWiener spectrum.
Recommendations for future work include an experimental design that will yield
the scale value of the Wiener spectrum and, therefore, its behavior at very low frequencies.
An accurate model of the spectrum shape could then be determined. Also, greater
understanding of the relationship
between the paper surface profile and paper noise can be
gained by making surface measurements with a
profilometer. With the Wiener spectrum
shape already understood, its amplitude may
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POINT SPREAD FUNCTION MEASUREMENTS
Zeiss SMP05 Microscope Photometer -
Reflection Mode
Source Tungsten halogen lamp, quartz envelope [OSRAM, Halogen-Bellaphot] input
voltage (D.C.) 8.0V-2800K, 7 amps
Source aperture: Ealing brass shimstock pinhole, nominally 35pm, black plastic fixture
custom built to hold pinhole and fit in the Zeiss
45






aperture turret wheel with focus capability
influx objective, Zeiss S-Epiplan HD4X/0.1
45
single beam
- efflux objective, Zeiss S-Epiplan HD4X/0.1
90





Depth of focus 25pm





Monocular eyepiece: 12. 5X with reticle
Binocular eyepieces: 10X
Eyepiece projecting image onto
sensor
aperture: 5X
Sensor aperture: 37pm square






Analogic logarithmic A/D Converter
(directly converts analog signal to a digital code corresponding to the log of the signal.)
> 1 ,000,000: 1 dynamic range
20 bit equivalent resolution




where N is a 1 6-bit number from the A/D, 8 is full scale voltage and 2294.5 is a constant
given by Analogic.
Calibration






where CDATA is voltage data and 0.0010683 is a voltage offset built into the A/D.




by performing actual scans
of a calibration plaque with no light to the PMT (for dark current) and in the
desired scanning configuration. A percent reflectance of 48.5 is assigned to the
calibration plaque.
APPENDIX III
DEVELOPMENT OF THE HANKEL TRANSFORM OF ZERO ORDER
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The Fourier transform of h in a rectangular coordinate system is given by
H(fx"
y
h (x, y) exp -i2n(fx + fy) dxdy.




r= V x +y













Writing the transform in polar coordinates as a
function of both radius and angle,
/i(r,e)^/f(p,ct>).
Transforming Equation (2) from rectangular to
polar using the above relationships,
2n




Using the following trigonometric identities:
sin 8 sin dp =
2
cos(9-<t>) - cos (9+dp)
cos 9 cos <b =
2
cos (9 -dp) - cos (8 + dp)
then
H(p,B) = r h (r) dr
2n
exp J2 n p r (cos 9 dp) c/e








(5)i a cos (9 dp)
where J0 is a Bessel function of the first kind, zero order. Substituting Equation (5) in (4), the
dependence on angle dp disappears,
(6)ff(p)=2n rh(r)J (2npr)dr.
o
Thus the two-dimensional Fourier transform of a circularly symmetric function may be
simplified to the one-dimensional manipulation given in Equation (6), the Hankel transform
of zero order. The inverse Fourier transform of a circularly symmetric function or inverse
Hankel transform is given by
r
(7)
h(r) = 2n pH(p)J (2npr)dp.





STATISTICAL TEST OF PAIRED DATA FROM
REPLICATED WIENER SPECTRUM MEASUREMENT
Assumption: a normal distribution of differences. A two-tailed test is used to find a
significant difference in either the positive or negative direction.
Thea-risk is 0.05.
The number of pairs of data, n, is 30 for all cases
The number of degrres of freedom, v = n-1, is 29.
The statistic, rv, from the student's t distribution is t2g - 2.05.
The test statistic, ts, is calculated as ts = d/Sdwhere Sjy = Sc//Vrr
When -2.05<ts<2.05, no statistial difference is found between the pair of curves, to a 95%
confidence level.
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